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Insurance Headache Cure “
When a volumetric operator part-exchanged
their Armcon mixer for
a nice new one, it was
their pride and joy - a
pristine white Armcon
mixer mounted to a new
Renault Kerax chassis.
What could be better?
Then disaster struck ……
the hydraulics failed on

their bucket loader and
as you can see, a massive
amount of damage was the
result.

The customer was now
faced with a truck off
the road and inoperable,
meaning work had to be
cancelled or re-scheduled.
On top of this a whole load
of paperwork and days

sorting out claims, quotes
and repairs potentially
meant many days of down
time before things could
get back on track.
However
……..
one
‘phone call to Armcon
took the pain away instantly. Their dedicated insurance specialists sprung
into action and managed

the whole process from
end to end.

The mixer was collected
and a replacement mixer
was left in its place which
allowed business to continue without interruption.
All the hassle of getting
quotes and dealing with
the insurance company
was managed by Armcon,

allowing the customer to
get on with the important
things in life, like making
money.

A short time later, the mixer was as good as new and
returned to its owner along
with a warranty on all the
repairs carried out.
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Armcon have the
only insurance approved workshop
in Europe and can
assist with every
detail, when the
worst happens

”

Save!

Grow!

Replace!

Save Fuel, Save money, &
Save time Armcon mixers
are designed with you in
mind.

Armcon
support you
to grow your business
through training, sales
support and marketing.

Benefit from a new Armcon
mixer to maximise your
profits. Tailored financial
solutions to your needs.

house building to blocks
and drainage applications.

Time for Change

IN BRIEF

No Fines - No Problem

See the light
and save fuel

Safe and
Secure

After consulting with the
Technical Team at Arm-

Designed with you in mind
Whether you’re a small
precast operation or
a large scale concrete
producer, an Armcon
product gives you outstanding value for money and operational excellence.
The design of the Armcon
mixer is no accident - everything we do is a direct
result of your feedback
and our extensive industry
knowledge.
So, what have we been up
to recently? Well our latest model has undergone
a few design enhancements. Sure, it’s still the
most accurate and reliable
machine available, but the
following additions will
make your life that little
bit easier. And, of course,
as always, your safety and
profitability are at the forefront of our minds.
•

•

The first change is the
additional lighting on
our admixture system
flow meters. The new
LED backlit system
ensures that the operator knows exactly
how much admix is
going into the mix in
low light or when using darker coloured
admixtures.
Further lighting has
been added to the

Another
innovation
from the Armcon
team, is a fuel saving
system that could save
you up to a staggering
£4,000 per year! Better in your pocket we
say!

The Raymond Brown
Group has been operating as an independent family business for
over 50 years.

All Armcon mixers
come with peace of
mind as standard - an
emergency stop button
is fitted to the rear control panel.
This button stops all mixing actions by disengaging
the PTO or donkey engine.
A further stop system has
been added to the mixer
auger which stops the

mixer when the auger lid is
opened.
Mechanical stops have
been added to the rotary
actuator to prevent damage
to the mixer and support
frame.
All this, combined with
our unique crows’ nest
safety platform, makes the
Armcon mixer the safest
on the market.
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Many
of
Armcon’s
customers have taken
advantage of the benefits that a new Armcon
mixer will bring. There
are many good reasons
to part exchange your
current mixer:Firstly, there are the obvious things like repair costs
and letting your customers
down. Do you really know
what this costs your business? What do your customers think when you arrive on site? Is your image
what you want it to be?
Then, consider the new innovations, including fuel
saving options, extended
warranties on critical components, and new safety
features (details in this
newsletter).

the perfect opportunity to
renew your fleet and increase your profits.
For a discussion on how
renewing you mixer could
help your business, contact
the Armcon Sales Team.

Whether you’re worried
about finance arrangements, the economic climate or don’t even have an
Armcon mixer to trade in,
WE CAN HELP.

No Barriers to Success

So, Raymond Brown approached Armcon to explore the possibility of a
much larger static unit.
Armcon, reviewed their
situation and got to work
building an 8-150 static
concrete dispenser.
This supersize model is
capable of producing one
cubic metre per minute
and holds enough material
to produce up to 8 cubic
metres before refilling is
required. The unit on site
at Raymond Brown is one
of many supersize plants

Trade In and
Make Profit!

Finally, an excellent part
exchange value gives you

The Aggregate, Minerals & Recycling Division
first took a small Armcon
static mixer in early 2010.
This introduced collect
concrete and screeds to
their customers who were
already purchasing aggregates from the company.
The small 4-100 mixer was
soon overwhelmed by the
uptake from the customers.

·Armcon have introduced a revolutionary new Accuprinter
which boasts a full A5
size printer and unlimited mix designs. This,
along with the functionality to download
the mixer’s memory
into your office PC,
means it’s sure to be
a winner with Armcon
customers.
Future versions of the
Accuprinter will also
have GPS capabilities
which means you’ll be
able to see what’s being mixed where and
how much - all from
the comfort of your office computer - which
will help with tracking
and monitoring how
much material is left
on board for that last
minute job.

“No fines concrete” is becoming widely used in
many applications, from

The main contractor, BAM
Nuttall, was delighted with
the results from the Armcon mixer and the service
provided by Arrowmix
and have since been using
them for other works.

Raymond Brown go large with Armcon

And if all that wasn’t
enough ….
•

con, Arrowmix were able
to adjust the settings on
one of their fleet of Armcon mixers to produce the
perfect mix.

Supersize Static

gate area to ensure a
clear view of the gate
settings, making for
a perfect mix every
time.
•

When Arrowmix were
asked to produce a
“no fines” mix for highway barrier work, their
response was simply,
“Not a problem!”

As the name would suggest “no fines concrete”
is made up entirely of cement, water and coarse aggregate (no sand) and, in
this particular application
(a new crash barrier installation on a railway siding),
it was used to allow surface water to drain through
the concrete.

Six weekends and 3000
cubic metres of concrete! That’s what it took
to replace the steel central barrier with a new
concrete one on a section of the M5 motorway.

from Armcon, providing a operation compared to tramuch neater and simpler ditional batching plants.

www.armconcementech.com

The concrete required to
complete this task was to be
a C28/35 air entrained fibre
mix with a specific slump
required to enable the mix
to be processed through the
barrier slip forming unit,

CERTAINTY IN CONCRETE

consistency and accuracy
were going to be key to the
success of the project. Accumix concrete was chosen for
this prestigious contract.
Accumix concrete are a
Midlands based company
and have been trading for
over 8 years, a fully accredited BSI company and with
a fleet of Armcon Volumetric
mixers they were best placed
to meet the demanding needs
of this project. Steve Philips

managing director of Accumix states that his state of
the art fleet of Armcon volumetric mixers are particularly suitable for this type of
work, with no batching plant
to open out of hours and
fresh concrete on demand.
The main contractor was delighted with the service and
flexibility of Accumix. More
importantly with the quality
and consistency of the concrete produced.

sales@armcon.com
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Walls Come Tumbling
Down

Armcon On Top of
the World

Not if Armcon have anything to do with it!

One of Armcon’s customers recently won a
prestigious contract to
save the historic Chester walls.

underpinned in many places using a specific mix design.

Most of the work was carried out behind the scenes
Thousands of tourists visit and out of public view,
Chester every year to see meaning that the bustling
the famous walls, unaware town of Chester and its
that parts of the walls’ many visitors were comfoundations are beginning pletely unaware of this imto crumble. The walls portant restoration project
were built to protect the ensuring that the tourists
City of Chester, and their and the local communities
construction was started can enjoy these historic
by the Romans when they sights for many more years
established the fortress of to come.
Diva Victrix between 70
and 80 AD. They were
later re-constructed using
sandstone, but were not
completed until over 100
years later.

Armcon reach new
heights with Paul Lancaster of Northern Gas
Networks Operations.
In aid of the Mother Teresa Hospice, Paul Lancaster recently completed a
mammoth climb up Kilimanjaro, the highest free
standing mountain in Africa standing at a staggering 5,895 metres. Quite an
achievement!

Maintaining the structure
of the walls has been an
ongoing concern. That’s
where a local company
with their Armcon mixer
came in. The walls were

Paul has been instrumental in the conception of

Clash of the Titans
Mixit Concrete Services and Armcon rebuild
Olympus!
When the British weather threatened to destroy Olympus, the film
makers turned to Mixit,
to solve the problem.

Cement Bound Excavated
Material (CBEM) and
is a real driving force in
putting it on the utility reinstatement map.
CBEM is a flowable backfill material, which has
been successfully used
in Leeds for a number of
years. The material is
dispensed from an Armcon mixer which has been
in operation for over six
years in the Yorkshire area.
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Merchants Diversify

Many builders’ merchants are looking for
new and innovative
ways to provide added
value and service to
their customers. Peppard Concrete and RW
Almond are amongst
the growing number
of merchants who
have taken advantage
of the Armcon range
of equipment and are
now generating additional profit streams in
their businesses.
Peppard Concrete are a
long established family
run company who added
their first Armcon mobile mixer into their operation 12 months ago
and have recently bought
their second mixer. Nic
Butler, Peppard’s Direc-

tor with responsibility for
the concrete operation, is
delighted with the growth
and success of this new
venture, and the added
service it provides to the
company’s loyal customer
base.

tap, with no waste and no
fuss - just a quality product
every time.

stream to their business
and with Armcon on hand
to help.

Further builders’ merchants are considering the
addition of an extra profit

It could not be easier to
take advantage of these innovative products.

R W Almond opted for the
Armcon 4-100 static unit
and have two machines to
produce collect concrete
and screed. Chris Almond
says that the introduction
of the collect facility has
increased traffic into the
branch with many customers saying that the quality
of the concrete and screed
is better than the batching
plants and it is more convenient as there is no waiting time. The 4-100 mixer
provides fresh concrete
and screed instantly, on

CBEM - Easy as 123

In a world of abbreviations, we thought we
would throw another
one at you – CBEM.
Cement Bound Excavated Material is not
a new concept, in fact
Armcon, in conjunction
with United Utilities,
have been working on
this for a number of
years.

have been able to help, en- able weather – “Clash of
abling the filming to con- the Titans” was no match
tinue even in our change- for an Armcon mixer.

Parts of the film set for
“Clash of the Titans”, were
blowing over in strong
winds and the film makers turned to Mixit to lend
a hand. Running a fleet
of three Armcon mixers,
Mixit were able to stabilise
things and save the day.
The large fibreglass columns used on the set were
part filled with concrete, to
stop them falling over.

So what exactly is CBEM?
Quite simply it’s material
that has been excavated
from utility repair works.
It’s the stuff which is usually land filled or taken to
a recycling depot and then
transported to a specialist site which processes
the material following
the WRAP protocol. The
processed matter is then
stockpiled ready for use.

Film makers were impressed with the ease and
efficiency with which the
Armcon mixers produced
the concrete that was to
save the day.

Armcon have developed a
unique volumetric mixer
that will handle and fur-

Grow Sales!

Armcon help customers grow
their business

ther process this material to produce a flowable
backfill system to be used
in utility reinstatement.
CBEM, due to its flowable
nature, fills all the undercuts and voids in the excavation and behaves like
the indigenous material
surrounding it. This means
the risk of defects and failures are minimised. CBEM
does not require compaction, therefore the health
and safety issues surrounding vibration equipment
are avoided.
As an added benefit CBEM
does not have the “drown”
factor associated with other flowable backfill solutions.

Armcon now offer their
customers the opportunity to drive additional
sales growth, through
our partnership with a
market leading internet
advertising agency.

For further details on any of the products
or applications covered in this Newsletter,
please call our Sales Team on:

01625 856 685
www.armconcementech.com

Armcon volumetric operators around the world, are
producing hundreds of the
large concrete blocks and
are enjoying the massive
profit potential on offer.
With orders coming in for
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At Armcon we receive
numerous reports of
massive pours and unusual jobs.

So why not get in touch
with us and let us know
your stories, your unusual
or big pours or anything
just that little bit out of the
ordinary.
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Top Pour!
In this issue alone we have
climbed Kilimanjaro, repaired the Chester city
walls and rebuilt Olympus, all thanks to your hard
work and our reliable and
accurate equipment.

Armcon are working with
a growing number of contractors to develop this
concept further and establish CBEM sites across the
country.

as many as 300 blocks at a use your existing Armcon
time, business is booming mobile mixer or decide
to set up a complete opin the block world.
eration with a static mixer,
The two part steel mould
the sales potential is huge
from Armcon is simple
and demand for the blocks
to fill and to strip and
shows no sign of slowing
in recent months many
down.
new-start businesses have
sprung up using a small
This an opporArmcon static mixer and a
few moulds to get started. tunity not to be
Whether you choose to

ised and targeted web advertising campaign.

Many volumetric operators who have signed up
for this service are seeing
significant sales growth.
To find out more contact
Customers are directed to Armcon.
your business via a local-

Ron Young of Mixit stated
that he was delighted to
Since the introduction
of the ArmBlock, customers have grasped
the profit making opportunity en masse.
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Builders Merchants profit from Concrete and Screed

Armcon Reinstate the Obvious

Grown Up Lego
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Any article published in
future editions will earn
the sender a bottle of
champagne.
Don’t forget to include
your photographs and
video footage. Send to
news@armcon.com

sales@armcon.com

